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Introduction: Effects of Global Developments on Gender and the Legal Practice

GABRIELE PLICKERT*

The selected papers in this symposium were presented at the 2012 Annual Meeting of the Law and Society Association in Honolulu, Hawaii as part of two panels organized by the International Research Collaborative (IRC) on gender and global legal practice. This emerging research initiative brings together legal scholars and sociologists who examine the relationship between gender and the legal profession in a national and cross-national framework. The purpose of the IRC initiative is to create a dialogue among scholars and professionals both nationally and internationally.

The papers in this symposium provide a snapshot of current issues and developments in legal practice, focusing in particular on women's legal work and their status and experience in a globally transforming legal profession. To date, global analyses still remain quite local and continue to measure and predict developments without stepping outside of domestic settings and familiar research approaches. The contributions to this symposium reflect on these ongoing challenges in local and cross-national research, addressing both opportunities and inequalities that global processes have created for women and men in the legal profession. They serve as a preliminary attempt to underscore the significance of global and local approaches and to further our understanding of emerging changes in the legal profession in various cultures, in an era of globalization.

Globalization more generally implies interdependency among economies around the world, heightens intensity of competition among a large number of players, fosters multinational trading and investment activities, and increases the prevalence of cross-border transactions.1

* Ph.D Sociology, Research Social Scientist, American Bar Foundation. Email: gplickert@abfn.org. In collaboration with Carole Silver and Steven Boutcher, I wish to thank Ulrike Schultz for organizing the two panels on the legal profession as part of the International Research Collaborative (IRC) and the editor and staff of the Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies for the generous support of this printed volume.
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The economic, political, and cultural aspects of globalization have promoted a growing connectedness between different societies and cultures, cultivating an interest in and understanding of global communities and cross-national identities. In other words, globalization refers to the multifaceted and complex processes of worldwide economic, social, cultural, and political expansion and integration, which enable a flow of commodities, commerce, finance, organizations, people, and ideas transnationally across boundaries of cultures, regions, and nation-states. It encompasses growing and dynamic networks of global perceptions, system interdependence, human interaction, and societal transformation, most likely with significant consequences.

While we have an understanding of global processes as some form of interconnectedness and exchange beyond local customs and conventional domestic approaches, the concept of globalization is far more complex. The focus of global analyses ranges from innovations and modernity to disruption and social inequalities within economic, political, cultural, or geographic processes. Those who attribute "innovative and modern" qualities to globalization emphasize that globalization promotes equality, diversity, and engagement with various cultures, fostering multiple identities and unlimited possibilities. But globalization has also hardened the opposition of identities. The sanguine developments and outlook of globalization have been subject to critique with respect to reinforcing traditional approaches that intensify social inequalities and discrimination instead of abating them.


6. See LINDA MCDOWELL, CAPITAL CULTURE: GENDER AT WORK IN THE CITY 1-8 (1997); Linda McDowell, Capital Culture Revisited: Sex, Testosterone and the City, 34
Similarly, feminist scholars reflect on various perspectives on the impact on globalization—some focus on the formation and mobilization of social movements and organizations outside of national opportunities and constraints, and others underscore the persistence of structural impediments that are significant for women. Consistent with the complex nature of globalization, its impact on women and outcomes in terms of benefits, costs, and predicaments have been mixed. Overall, the study of globalization has been largely gender neutral, focusing instead on national developments, and primarily equating global developments with “North American” developments outside of the United States.

Considering the significant influx of women into the legal profession in the United States and around the world, it is essential to include gender in the analysis of global processes. Furthermore, regardless of the fast and significant feminization and the increasing influence of international law firms—with larger firms and increased earnings observed in the U.S. legal profession—this trend has not been adopted concurrently in other settings and countries. There still seems to be a difference in the structure and organization of the legal profession that might also impact gender differences in legal careers in other countries. We still have little understanding of how national


7. See generally Spar & Yoffie, supra note 5; Brigitte Young, Globalization and Gender: A European Perspective, in GENDER, GLOBALIZATION AND DEMOCRATIZATION 27 (R.M. Kelly et al. eds., 2001).


10. See generally Chow, supra note 3; Saskia Sassen, Toward a Feminist Analytics of the Global Economy, 4 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 7 (1996).

differences in legal professional work and organizations impact the careers of lawyers, and—especially women's status and professional opportunities. Understanding how gender and global processes are linked as causes and effects in various fields of legal practice will produce key insights into the legal profession in the United States, as well as in other countries.

The contributions of authors in this symposium focus on some of the complex and important issues of gender diversity and discrimination relevant to current local and global developments in the legal profession. The articles span topics such as the dual role of gender diversity and globalization in local and global legal practice; the feminization of the profession and changes in the global supply of lawyers; women's status and careers in light of the economic downturn; new institutional approaches and opportunities for women in global firms in India; perceptions of gender differences and diversity and implications for inequalities in Brazilian legal practice; historical approaches and recent developments in women's status within Chinese legal spheres; longitudinal approaches to women's turnover in the profession and factors precipitating exits from private practice; and the role of parenthood in compensation in national law settings. These contributions provide a look at national and international approaches, featuring a range of countries around the globe.


12. Equally, there is still no comprehensive legal framework for cross-border legal activities at a global level. HAMISH ADAMSON, FREE MOVEMENT OF LAWYERS 160 (1998).


In light of the global and national developments discussed, some vital questions emerge from these papers: What role do women play in the national and global economy and in legal practice? What are the national or international similarities and differences? How will the practice of law evolve, especially for women in an increasingly globalized economy and polity? How far is the process of achieving gender equality advanced or stalled in the legal profession? Do women achieve greater equality in global settings? What can we learn from national versus cross-national comparative studies? Although each article is distinct, the contributions in this symposium raise two important themes.

The first theme explores the discourse on the role of gender diversity and its distinct consequences for men and women in various transnational legal markets. In his article, Ethan Michelson presents a preliminary foray into legal demography by investigating the relationship between bar expansion and the process of lawyer feminization in eighty-six countries. The study models changes in the demand and supply of lawyers within global settings. By exploring various global settings, Michelson compares opportunities and benefits for women and men and underscores women's enhanced access to legal services as a result of the increase in the supply of female lawyers. Steven Boutcher and Carole Silver's article addresses the extent to which women and men benefit from working in global legal markets. The authors investigate the relationship between gender and professional status in elite firms and explore the transitions from local into cross-culturally intertwined legal settings. The analysis reveals links between national and global practice settings in the production of inequalities between women and men.

With respect to gender diversity, opportunities as well as inequalities result from the different ways in which cultural contexts intertwine with global processes. In this framework, global processes are influenced and shaped by national economies, polities, legal standards, and organizations. The study by Maria da Gloria Bonelli investigates Avtar Brah's typology of local perceptions and experiences of lawyers in Brazil; it suggests that men and women are treated differently in Brazilian law firms. Bonelli argues that gendered stratification and segmentation within state bureaucracy and legal organizations impact and uphold gender inequalities in professional practice. A similar argument is made in the article by Xiaonan Liu on developments within legal education and the legal profession in China. Based on surveys, interviews, and archival sources, Liu illustrates how women have been disadvantaged and experienced discrimination in the legal domain by analyzing the conflict between "legal" and "feminine"
characteristics. In her article, Liu steps outside the local Chinese framework and proposes ways of promoting equality that may eliminate gender discrimination and gender bias within the legal sphere.

In contrast to the previously described developments, Swethaa Ballakrishnen, in her case study, draws attention to new institutional structures in global law firms in India and argues that a newly-established institutional framework offers greater equality and thus facilitates greater latitude for women in global legal practice. The analysis of gender as "structure"\(^1\) takes into account individual characteristics, interactional dimensions, and institutional factors to explain how gender-based inequality in the workplace is created and reinforced and how the new territory of innovation potentially promotes equality within the profession. Despite the absence of comparative examples, Ballakrishnen's explorative approach elucidates and presents possibilities for negotiations of gender hierarchies within large global firms.

Extending the focus to global settings provides us with a unique picture that illustrates how women experience and respond to global developments in specific legal markets. The processes of globalization within these transnational and cross-cultural legal settings reveal potential openings and opportunities for women and men. However, it is unclear if these processes may suggest a move toward gender equality and diversity or the dissolution of social categories.\(^2\)

Related to the analysis of gender, the second important theme addresses the status and experience of women in current North American legal settings. These articles speak to the institutional and local economic forces that affect the relationship between gender hierarchies and discrimination in various legal practice settings. The papers recognize the extent to which economic events and institutional structures and cultures regulate local legal settings and uphold gender hierarchies and inequalities.

With respect to challenges pertaining to legal work during the economic downturn, Cynthia Fuchs Epstein and Abigail Kolker explore the changes in status and work experience of lawyers in various legal and nonlegal practice settings. The authors show how economic changes generate advantages as well as drawbacks, created or reinforced by institutional structures that affect differently the experiences and careers of women and men. At this point in time, the long-term effects of these economic changes on the relationship among gender, employment

---

21. See generally Barbara Risman, Gender as Social Structure, Theory Wrestling with Activism, 18 GENDER & SOC'Y 429 (2004).
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status, mobility, income, and personal choices remain unclear. Yet the ethnographic analysis provides an important explorative snapshot of specific outcomes related to these events. In comparison, the articles by Fiona Kay, Stacey Alarie, and Jones Adjei, as well as Nancy Reichman and Joyce Sterling, disentangle work-related factors and personal attributes that influence legal careers of women and men in a longitudinal framework. Kay and her co-authors explore the theoretical underpinnings of job satisfaction, family pressures, and organizational context on departures from private legal practice by women and men. Reichman and Sterling expand the analysis to characteristics of parenthood, credentials, and job performance and show how the divide between the private and public spheres primarily limits the career mobility of mothers. These longitudinal approaches broaden our understanding of the relationship between dimensions of gender and other complex factors in the national practice of law. Concerning the role of global processes for national practice, the authors remain cautious about how global forces potentially impact and relate to locally established structures and the local legal profession more generally.

FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL—WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

The increased entry of women into the legal profession around the world has occurred in a multifaceted context of constraints and opportunities. As the authors of this symposium show, long-established organizational and legal structures continue to perpetuate inequalities and discrimination along the lines of gender and other status characteristics. However, growing employment opportunities for women intertwined with national changes and global processes have to some extent enhanced mobility, fostered restructuring of careers, and improved women's access to justice.23 Taking this a step further, others also argue that the increasing participation of women in the labor force and in the profession has important implications for changes in gender relations and ideologies within the private sphere.24 These perspectives

underscore the interdependence of national processes in the global arena.

Nationally oriented research draws attention to the continued salience of local societies and domestic organizational structures. But local economies, including local political and cultural formations, are increasingly affected by globalization; as a result, the appropriate unit of analysis must combine both the local and the global. We can only claim to understand specific global developments when we know the diverse national contexts in which lawyers work and live. Cross-national research can provide a better understanding on issues of convergence or divergence and expands our understanding of potential similarities and differences regarding inequality and diversity in the practice of law. Such research may provide valuable insights into processes and causal pathways across multiple (e.g., economic, political, organizational, and individual) dimensions.

Empirically oriented survey work on the legal profession is still highly concentrated in North America. There is too little cross-national empirical research on which we could rely to develop our understanding of the organization and management of legal practice in other countries and the impact on lawyers’—and particularly on female lawyers’—work and careers. Survey research and narratives are needed to study issues of inequality, diversity, and changes over time. Unless we undertake analyses in closely coordinated ways and beyond nation-states, for example, by using parallel research designs, it will be difficult to draw meaningful conclusions about the legal profession and gender relations across national settings.

To understand global processes, it is important to investigate the deeper structures in which law is socially, culturally, politically, and economically embedded. Social and cultural categories (e.g., gender, race, ethnicity, social status) and other dimensions of identity interact on multiple and simultaneous levels, all of which contribute to forms of inequality and discrimination. Yet, these categories do not work independently of one another; instead they interrelate and thereby create a system of inequality that reflects an intersection of multiple forms of disadvantage or social exclusion. Cross-cultural comparisons are challenging because of the many complexities involved in identifying multidimensional conceptualizations that explain how socially constructed categories of difference interact to create a social hierarchy.

The contributions to this symposium strongly suggest that it is important to examine national settings by trying to integrate individual,

interactional, and institutional levels of analysis. Doing so will enable us to understand social contexts and attitudes toward gender hierarchies as well as the challenges of overcoming local beliefs and expectations. \textit{How} and \textit{whether} transitions from gender inequality to greater equity in the national and global legal professions will occur remains an important empirical and normative agenda.